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For Immediate Release: 
 
 

Aberdeen Enters Israeli Server Market 
Signs Channel Partnership Deal with Militram Corporation 

 
Santa Fe Springs, CA, USA, April 16, 2009 – California based server and storage 
manufacturer, Aberdeen LLC, is pleased to announce the signing of Militram Corporation to 
open the Israeli server and storage market. As an eighteen year veteran of the server 
market, Aberdeen offers award winning lines of general purpose and high performance 
servers, storage servers and network attached storage appliances. 
  
Under the terms of the agreement, Militram, one of Israel’s largest representative 
organizations, will add Aberdeen products as a natural complement to its existing offering of 
ruggedized servers. Militram is highly successful with penetration into industrial, 
government and OEM environments.  
  
“As announced earlier this year, Aberdeen has gone global, and is very excited at the 
prospect of having Militram in place to begin approaching the Israeli market,” says Jack 
Tateel, Executive VP for Aberdeen. “We are dedicated to innovative ideas that provide value 
such as; highly scalable storage systems, VMware virtualization and in the near future, 
flash-based solid-state disk (SSD) drive systems.” 
  
Aberdeen’s products represent formidable competition to current market-share holders, 
IBM, Dell and HP by delivering price and performance advantages. Unlike the current 
market-share holders, Aberdeen provides premium reliability backed by an unparalleled 5-
year warranty. 
 
Availability and Support: 
 Militram has already begun the Aberdeen product line roll out. They are scheduling 
marketing activities and product seminars in the coming quarter. For additional information 
on Aberdeen LLC and its products visit its website, www.aberdeeninc.com, or contact an 
Aberdeen Account Executive at 800-552-6868 or internationally at +1 562-699-6998. 
Aberdeen has a media recognized, industry leading 5-year limited warranty as well as a free 
30-day trial assessment program with all of its branded servers. 
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About Aberdeen: 
Aberdeen LLC is a leading manufacturer of servers and storage. Delivering exceptional performance, unparalleled reliability and 
outstanding value, Aberdeen’s award winning products are deployed every day by IT departments in many of the world’s largest 
organizations. More information about Aberdeen is available at www.aberdeeninc.com.  
 
About Militram: 
Militram is one of the main representatives of foreign high-tech companies in Israel. Militram employs highly professional people 
who are experts in the various fields in which it operates. Militram was founded in May 1974 in Tel Aviv. Since then it has been 
successfully representing international market leaders in Israel. More information about Militram is available at www.militram.com.  


